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Name:  _ key “-+“_ 
please print your name clearly 

 

EE 102-01 Exam No. 2 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade) 
Do not use back side for answers.  Back side of this test will not be graded.  Attach more pages if 
necessary.  Second midterm grade will be calculated as described in course grading policy. 

DL: __ ERR: __ PTS: __ MPTS: __ MGR: __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points, MPTS – total midterm points, MGR – total midterm grade. 

Problem 1 (20pts.) 
Please provide the output for the following program. Not all of the “blank” lines need to be used. 
#include <iostream> 
#include <iomanip> 
using namespace std; 
int main () { 
 
    int i, j, n=4; 
    for (i=n; i>=0; i--) 
    { 
        for (j=0; j<=i; j++) 
            cout << setw(3) << j; 
        cout << endl; 
    } 
 
    return(0); 
} 

/* Output: 
 
_0_ _1_ _2_ _3_ _4_ ___ 
 
_0_ _1_ _2_ _3_ ___ ___ 
 
_0_ _1_ _2_ ___ ___ ___ 
 
_0_ _1_ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
 
_0_ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
 
*/ 
 

Problem 2 (20pts.) 
Complete the following program. The program open file data.txt for reading, reads two integer numbers, closes 

the file, and prints them to screen. In case file cannot be open print an error message instead. In case reading of any of 

the two numbers fail print an error message instead and close the file. Use the provided variables.
#include <iostream> 
#include <fstream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() { 
    int data1, data2; 
    ifstream datafile; 
    datafile.open("data.txt");   // 1. open file for reading 
    if ( !datafile.is_open() ) { // 3b opened? (can combine with read fail check) 
        cout << "ERROR: Cannot open \"data.txt\"" << endl; return(0); 
    } 
    datafile >> data1 >> data2;  // 2. attempt to read data 
    if ( datafile.fail() ) {     // 3a. check for failure 
        cout << "ERROR: data reading failed" << endl; return(0); 
    } else {                     // 4. print only if read correctly 
        cout << data1 << " " << data2 << endl; 
    } 
    datafile.close();            // 5. close 
    return(0); 
} 
// 5 steps, 4 points each, 2 points if a step is partially done 
// 4 points for “out of the blue” code injections, 2 points for wrong file var name 
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Problem 3 (20pts.) 
Produce the printout resulted from running of the following program. Note that some variables are passed by 

reference and some by value. First mistake costs 4 points, next 3 points until 20 reached. 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
 
void A (int &x) { 
    cout<<x<<endl; 
    x=11; 
    int y=12; 
} 
 
void B (int x) { 
    cout<<x<<endl; 
    x=21; 
    int y=22; 
} 
 
int main() { 
    int x=41, y=42, z=43; 
    A(y); 
    B(y); 
    cout<<x<<"\t"<<y<<"\t"<<z<<endl; 
    return(0); 
} 
/* FILL IN THIS PRINTOUT WITH NUMBERS: 
 
      42_ 
 
      11_ 
 
      41_     11_     43_ 
*/ 

Problem 4 (20pts.) 
Implement a function that returns x multipiled by itself n-times. Both x and n provided during function call and the 

result is used in further computations in the main program. Incorrect use of cin/cout costs 10pts., other errors 2pts ea. 

 
double function (double x, int n) { 
 
    // 5 pts if attempted to read x and/or n from cin 
 
    double result;      // important – the result is floating point number – 2pts 
 
    result = pow(x, n); // some computed x^(2^n) instead of x^n – 2pts 
  
    return( result );   // return result 2pts, but 5pts if cout used instead 
                        //                     or cin used earlier and not returned 
 
    // no credit if skipped or mixed with completely irrelevant code 
 
   // the shortest version: return( pow(x,n) ); 
 
 
 
} 
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Problem 5 (20pts.) 
Write a complete program that asks its user for weight in oz rounded to an integer value, calls a function, and prints 

the converted weight in oz, lb and tons. All conversion must be done in the function, all reading and printing must be 

done in the main program. 1lb=16oz, 1t=2240lb. For example: input of 2275oz shell result in output of 0t 142lb 3oz. 
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
// 1. use necessary and only necessary libraries 
 
// 2. declare a conversion function or pair of prototype and implement 
void convert(int totaloz, int &oz, int &lb, int &t) { 
// 3. use passing by value for incoming and return by reference for outgoing 
    oz = totaloz % 16; 
    int totallb = totaloz / 16; 
    lb = totallb % 2240; 
    t  = totallb / 2240; 
// 4. compute conversion correctly inside a function 
// 5. do not do any cin/cout in FN 
} 
 
int main() { 
// 6. main program framework: int-return(0) or void-no return 
 
    int inoz, outoz, outlb, outt; 
// 7. declare all needed variabales 
 
    cout << "Please enter the wight in oz: "; 
    cin >> inoz; 
// 8. do input in main, not in FN 
 
    convert(inoz, outoz, outlb, outt); 
// 9. call function correctly, do not compute here 
 
    cout << inoz << "oz is "  
         << outt << "t, "  
         << outlb << "lb and "  
         << outoz << "oz "  
         << endl; 
// 10. do output in main, not in FN 
 
    return(0); 
} 
// 2 points for each program feature, as listed in 1 through 10 
// Some features were picked so that the same error will be counted several times 
// E.g. not using function would cost 10 points (2, 3, 4, 5 9) 
// E.g. read or print in function would cost 6 points, 8 points if both done there 
 
Hint: Does it look to you like one of the recent homework assignments? 


